Know Your Environment™
The OneVue System brings important information to organizations around the globe. Whether it’s
working to keep employees on time, notifying students of emergencies, or alerting pharmacy directors
to temperature changes in storage, OneVue puts users in touch with their environment.

A Connected
System of Knowing
The OneVue system helps organizations connect to their
operating environment with mass communication, timekeeping,
and monitoring devices.
Protect people and sensitive materials with the aid of alerts and
environmental data. OneVue gives you the power of knowing.

OneVue Sense™
Probes and sensors for networked monitoring of sensitive environmental conditions.

Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Differential Pressure Sensor

Accurate, networked sensors to measure
ambient or indoor air quality for comfort
or safety.

Records, logs, and alerts differential
pressure for monitoring air flow in
sensitive areas.

Temperature Sensor
Records cold-storage or cryogenic temperatures and sends data
to a sensor, which can alert you via alarm or notification that your
conditions have left a specific range so you can protect valuable
food or medications.

Contact Closure Sensor

Water Leak Detector

Tracks the opening and closing of doors,
cabinets, windows, and refrigeration
units to know when your assets are
being accessed.

Detects liquid on the ground, remotely
sending alerts and displaying alarms
to address and prevent any major
liquid-related issue.

OneVue Sync™
Unified timekeeping for entire facilities, with innovative wireless and wired solutions.
Multiple Synchronization Technologies

Synchronized Clocks

Whether it’s through our patented 72MHz
transmission signal, Bluetooth© low energy,
or Power over Ethernet (PoE/IP), you’ll receive
perfectly synchronized time and data to ensure
everybody on your campus or in your building
stays on time and informed.

A variety of synchronized
timepieces, both analog and
digital, are available to put
entire institutions in sync.

OneVue Notify®
Tools to display visual messages and synchronize campus bells.

Code Blue Countdowns

Help ensure optimal patient
care and documentation with
accurate timekeeping during
emergency situations.

InfoBoard™ Displays

Display the date, time, and both critical and general
messages throughout your building, campus, or
warehouse using multiple display sizes.

Bell Controller

This network-connected controller integrates with PA
systems to manage bell schedules, keeping students
and staff on time.

Customizable Software
The OneVue software platform allows you to completely own your system by setting up, customizing, messaging,
and running reports with minimal IT overhead. Automated alerts — via audible alarm, text, email, or call — can also
be configured and set, all from a web browser.
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